Great products don’t just win
the hearts of consumers.
They win over design juries too.

Presenting the winners of the prestigious
India Design Mark award.
The modern home and office are very dynamic environments.
Constant changes in technology, social and personal habits as
well as cultural tastes have a deep impact on our everyday lives.
As environments change, the solutions within them have to
evolve too.
At Godrej Locks & Architectural Fittings and Systems, we take
pride in providing product solutions that are cutting-edge in
innovation, quality and design.
Our products, backed by deep research, provide the finest
answers to the dynamic needs of the modern home and office.
And it is indeed satisfying when design juries agree.
India Design Mark, the prestigious product design award,
celebrates the very best in Indian product design every year. For
years, our products have been picking up trophies at this top
design industry award.
Here are the products that have won the India Design Mark in
the past years. We hope you enjoy reading about these products
as much as we enjoy making them.

PADLOCKS
The Godrej padlock has been the symbol of home safety in India for over a century.
This iconic status is constantly renewed through technological innovations and a
design sensibility that have made these locks the favourites both on Indian home
doors and for award juries.

+

Nav-Tal Ultra XL

This classic continues to be the cutting-edge in padlock technology.
Ultra-strong for ultra-protection, this padlock comes with 3-ton
break load capacity, the Ultra XL+ technology with 10 crore key
combinations to prevent key duplication, a reversible key and a
double point locking shackle for double protection.

Herculoc Plus
The Herculoc Plus is simply the
strongest padlock in India, with its
boron hardened shackle enabling
superior hacksaw-resistance. It is
made to withstand up to 5 tons of
shackle pull load. It has a solid
brass body, for enhanced strength.
While its 3KS technology, with
30 lac crore key combinations,
prevents key duplication.

Imara
Made from hardened steel, the
versatile Imara padlock is ideal
protection for shops, factories and
homes. Resistant to hacksaws, the
lock comes with a self-locking
shackle and double-locking
mechanism. Its body is also rust
and corrosion resistant.

MyLock Candy
Available in bright, vibrant colours, the
eye-catching MyLock Candy lock is a
true design innovation. It is ideal for
small locking needs, such as on
luggage, cycles, computers, among
other applications. Its rust-resistant
components ensure smooth operation
for years. The shackle has a self-lock
mechanism when pressed. Its key can
only be removed in a locked condition,
thus ensuring secure locking.

+

DuraLock Ultra XL

Specially designed to protect the shutters
of shops, this lock’s unique construction
makes it crowbar resistant. It comes with
+
the advanced Ultra XL technology, with
10 crore key combinations that prevent
key duplication. The colour button on the
keys helps to differentiate the key of one
user from the key of another. The bigger
keyhead also provides better grip,
making it very easy to operate the lock.

MORTISE AND
PULL HANDLES
Blending design, materials and engineering perfectly, our range of mortise and pull
handles are favourites of customers and, yes, design juries too.

Spacetek Pro
The Spacetek Pro is at the very cutting-edge in home safety technology. This
advanced digital safety solution has been indigenously designed and created by
Godrej Locks. A comprehensive keyless safety solution for your home and office,
the Spacetek Pro’s dynamic functions include 360-degree fingerprint registration,
password access mode, a spycode function, break-in damage alarm and

Blade
Meticulously crafted by our in-house
design experts, the Blade mortise
handle adds a delicate beauty to any
door it graces. Flaunting a screwless
appearance, Blade comes with a
glossy, best-in-class finish that
ensures long-lasting elegance.

Caress
Designed by our in-house experts,
the Caress mortise handle is a
sensory delight. Its smooth,
flowing lines are easy on the eye,
while its glossy, best-in-class
finish is a pleasure to touch. This
finish also ensures good looks
that last.

Twist
The Twist mortise handle brings a
dazzling yet gentle elegance to
your doors. Sporting sharp lines
and contours, Twist comes with a
glossy, long-lasting, best-in-class
finish.

Chris
The geometric, fluid design sensibility
of the Chris handle makes an
immediate aesthetic impression.
It boasts of a glossy, best-in-class
finish that is as durable as it
is elegant.

Ave
The Ave mortise handle is a
design award-winner and one look
at it can explain why. Playing with
smooth, sensuous surfaces and
rich colour shades, it comes with
a glossy and very durable finish.

Capsule
This mortise handle gets its name
from its distinct, capsule shape.
With its glossy, best-in-class PVD
finish, Capsule’s contemporary
design language adds class to any
door environment.

Wave
The smooth, flowing shape of this
mortise handle suggests the gentle
rhythms of sea waves. It comes
with a glossy, best-in-class PVD
finish and a modern aesthetic to
add to a door’s beauty quotient.

Tibo
This delicately crafted pull handle
brings an elegant visual drama to
your front door. The high-grade
zinc alloy makes it
corrosion-resistant and durable.

Theo
The Theo pull handle lets your main
door make a dramatic visual
statement. Along with its good
looks, the handle also scores high
on corrosion-resistance and
durability, thanks to its high-grade
zinc alloy.

Corner Fetch
The Corner Fetch series of pull
handles have been specially
designed to be sleek companion
pieces to rim locks. These handles
add a distinct visual flair to a
home’s decor.

NEH 16
This sleek, minimalist door handle
set boosts the visual appeal of the
main door as well as internal doors
of homes and offices. The set gets
its extra-strength from the double
throw deadbolt made of mazak
steel. The universal backset also
enables easy retrofitting.

Aero
This exquisite mortise handle is part
of the Autumn Winter collection from
Amando. Sleek and stunning in equal
measure, this handle is designed to
raise your home's aesthetics.

Quell
Part of the Autumn Winter
collection from Amando, this
attractive mortise handle knows
how to subtly enhance the beauty
of your home decor.

Luna
A star of the Autumn Winter
collection from Amando, this
mortise handle is grace, modern
aesthetics and inspired design all
coming together in one
eye-catching form.

Drift
This stand-out mortise handle is
part of the Autumn Winter
collection from Amando.
Contemporary lines and contours
give the handle its quite unique
visual definition.

Cameo
Part of the Spring Summer
collection from Amando, this
mortise handle has the habit of
surprising you with its good
looks every single time.

Remo
The Spring Summer collection
from Amando brings this
exquisite mortise handle design
that delicately balances old
school beauty with a dash of
contemporary flair.

RIM LOCKS
Along with providing cutting-edge safety, our rim locks also boast a sleek design
sensibility and innovation that consistently win accolades from design juries.

Pentabolt Aries
The most advanced mechanical lock, the Pentabolt Aries comes with
enhanced safety features: its state-of-the-art EVVA 3KS technology means
a non-duplicable key with 30 lac crore combinations; superior strength with
a heavy-duty body, bolstered by its 5 bolt technology. The elegant
combination of safety and good looks makes it just the right lock for the
evolved home experience.

+

Tribolt Ultra XL

This elegant and high-quality rim
lock is fortified with three strong
bolts to protect your home and
office. Durable, strong and corrosion
resistant, this lock is created for
long-lasting safety. Its dedicated
aldrop bolt provides privacy as well
as added security. The advanced
+
Ultra XL technology comes with 10
crore key combinations, thus
reducing the risk of key duplication.

+

Twinbolt Ultra XL

Chic and tough in equal measure, this
durable rim lock possesses two strong
bolts to provide extra safety for your
home. Its deadbolt has a double throw
functionality for added security. The
+
advanced Ultra XL technology comes
with 10 crore key combinations, thus
reducing the risk of key duplication.

+

Deadbolt Ultra XL

This rim lock boosts both your home’s
safety as well as the door’s visual
appeal. The strong 2.1cm (21mm) bolt
ensures safety from burglar attacks.
Its deadbolt has a double throw
functionality for added security. The
+
advanced Ultra XL technology comes
with 10 crore key combinations, thus
reducing the risk of key duplication.

KITCHEN FITTINGS
Through innovative designs and intelligent engineering, Godrej kitchen fittings and
storage solutions deliver extra space for the modern Indian kitchen. With Godrej, the
typically cramped, untidy Indian kitchen is transformed into a smart, elegant,
productivity-boosting and effortless arena, with space to store a lot more.

SKIDO
Plain Basket
SKIDO brings design intelligence
to kitchen baskets. Inspired by our
patented design and bolstered by
special stainless steel plus (SS+)
material strength, our SKIDO
drawers are a storage innovation
that deliver strength, durability and
flexibility for your kitchen.

SKIDO
Cutlery Organiser
The SKIDO Cutlery Organiser
ensures your cutlery is neatly
placed and accessible. The
adjustable partitions let you
customise the arrangement.

SKIDO Cup and
Saucer Organiser
The SKIDO Cup and Saucer Organiser
creates extra space to organise mugs,
soup bowls, tea/sugar containers. The
extra easy-to-carry tray utilises vertical
space, doubling cup storage capacity.

SKIDO Jars and
Bottles Organiser
The SKIDO Jars and Bottles Organiser
neatly arranges a variety of masala
bottles, oil jars, etc. The three,
easy-to-carry trays can be picked up
near the stove while adding masalas,
tadka and others to cooking.

SKIDO
Thali Organiser
The SKIDO Thali Organiser brings
neatness to thali storage. The
small, adjustable tab-like
component press-fits into the wire
basket. The design stops thalis
from rolling and rattling.

SKIDO
Fry Pan Organiser
The SKIDO Fry Pan Organiser has a
uniquely-designed component that
holds the pans in place by their
handles and makes removing pans
easy. The vertical placement
creates more storage space.

SKIDO Kadhai &
Wok Organiser
The SKIDO Kadhai & Wok Organiser
creates efficient space utilisation, for
all wok sizes. It enables easy
access of your kadhais and
minimises the rattling noise.

SKIDO
Container Organiser
The SKIDO Container Organiser
has special sliding flaps that let
you choose an arrangement to
store tin and steel containers.

FURNITURE LOCKS
Elegantly designed, reliable and durable, the Furniture Lock range brings the
much-needed safety dimension to your home or office furniture. Enhanced by
immaculate engineering, these locks provide essential safety for your critical
documents, jewellery and other valuables.

Super Nova
This attractive wardrobe locking solution lends a premium look to your
wardrobe. While its Multi-row technology provides enhanced protection for
your valuables.

Centre Shutter Lock
The Centre Shutter Lock is both: the
most high-tech safety solution for
shutters and an elegant piece of design.
The new receptacle design ensures
superior grounding for enhanced safety
and crowbar-resistance. Its advanced
functionality comes from its reversible
key, the durable all-brass cylinder and
its smooth cam-driven mechanism.
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